INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Proper temporal regulation of transcription plays a major role in controlling lineage-specification and cancer progression ([@B1]). Among the various phases of transcription, elongation is an important rate--limiting step for many genes. During transcriptional elongation, RNA Polymerase II (RNAPII) is phosphorylated at serine 2 within its carboxy-terminal domain by Positive Transcription Elongation Factor-b (P-TEFb), which consists of [C]{.ul}yclin-[D]{.ul}ependent [K]{.ul}inase 9 (CDK9) and Cyclin T1 or T2 ([@B2]). P-TEFb activity is tightly controlled by its reversible binding to HEXIM1 and 7SK snRNA, which inhibit its kinase activity ([@B3]). During transcriptional activation, P-TEFb is released from the inactive complex and can phosphorylate RNAPII and other target proteins.

[Br]{.ul}omo[d]{.ul}omain-containing protein [4]{.ul} (BRD4), a member of the BET ([B]{.ul}romodomain and [E]{.ul}xtra [T]{.ul}erminal) family of proteins, functions to release P-TEFb from the inactive complex and facilitate its recruitment to chromatin, thereby promoting transcriptional elongation ([@B4]). Importantly, BRD4 binds to acetylated histones, mainly histone H4 acetylated at lysine residues 5, 8, 12 and/or 16 via its two bromodomains, where its occupancy is associated with active transcription ([@B5]). In addition, BRD4 occupies distal enhancer regions where its presence is associated with enhancer activity and enhancer RNA (eRNA) transcription ([@B6]--[@B9]). Recent studies showed that BRD4-dependent gene expression programs are commonly dysregulated in various diseases including cancer ([@B10]). BRD4 function is highly context-dependent. Consistently, while we and others have reported positive roles for BRD4 in breast cancer cell proliferation, migration and metastasis ([@B7],[@B11]--[@B13]), other studies suggest a tumor suppressor function of BRD4 ([@B14],[@B15]). The mechanisms by which BRD4 functions in diverse normal cell types and the context-dependent determinants controlling its activity in different cellular contexts are largely unknown.

Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) and AKT signaling have been shown to promote epithelial dedifferentiation, epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), migration and metastasis ([@B16],[@B17]). EGFR mediates activation of AKT via Phosphoinositide-3 Kinase (PI3K) ([@B18]). The activation of AKT in turn leads to the phosphorylation and inactivation of the Forkhead box-containing transcription factor-O (FOXO1/3/4) family of proteins. FOXO proteins have been characterized as tumor suppressors and their expression is correlated with the maintenance of normal mammary epithelial acinar morphogenesis ([@B19],[@B20]). Interestingly, a recent study revealed a cooperative function of FOXO1 and BRD4 in regulating *MYC* transcription to promote proliferation in Her2-positive breast cancer cells ([@B21]). Furthermore, molecular characterization of mammary basal cell-specific enhancer activation shows a significant involvement of enhancers located close to the *FOXO1* and *EGFR* genes ([@B22]). However, the epigenetic mechanisms controlling FOXO1 function in normal mammary cells is largely unclear. In this study, we show that BRD4 depletion or inhibition impairs epithelial differentiation by enhancer-associated regulation of the expression of the basal epithelium-specific gene *TP63* and the tumor suppressor gene *Grainy Head*-like transcription factor-3 (*GRHL3*). We also show that BRD4 colocalizes with FOXO factors on these enhancers and inhibition of EGFR/AKT signaling promotes the expression of *TP63* and *GRHL3*, while inhibiting FOXO1 leads to their downregulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Cell culture {#SEC2-1}
------------

MCF10A cells were obtained from M. Oren (Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel) and MCF12A were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, USA). Both cell lines were grown in phenol red-free DMEM/F12 supplemented with 5% horse serum, 20 ng/ml epidermal growth factor, 0.1 μg/ml Cholera toxin, 10 μg/ml insulin, 0.5 μg/ml hydrocortisone, 100 units/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin at 37°C under 5% CO~2~ ([@B23]). MDA-MB-231 cells were obtained from H. Wikman (University Hospital Center, Hamburg, Germany) and cultured in DMEM with high glucose and GlutaMAX supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 units/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin. Primary cells from mouse mammary epithelium were isolated from FVB-wild type female mice as previously described ([@B24]) with slight modifications to the protocol. These cells were grown in 1:1 DMEM/Ham\'s F12 mix supplemented with 10% FBS, 10 ng/ml EGF, 10 ng/ml Cholera toxin, 5 μg/ml pancreatic insulin, 100 units/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin at 37°C under 5% CO~2~. HepG2 cells were obtained from M. Dobbelstein (University Medical Center, Göttingen, Germany) and grown in phenol red-free DMEM with 10% FBS, 1% sodium pyruvate, 100 units/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin at 37°C under 5% CO~2~.

JQ1 was added to the cells for 2--3 days in the concentration of 250 nM and OTX015 (S7360, Selleckchem, USA) in the concentration of 500 nM. Perifosine (S1037, SelleckChem, USA) was added in the concentration of 10 μM for 24 h. FOXO1 inhibitor AS1842856 (344355, Calbiochem, EMD Millipore, USA) was used in the concentration of 100 nM and 1 μM as described ([@B25]) for 24 h after changing to media lacking EGF and Insulin for 48 h.

siRNA transfection {#SEC2-2}
------------------

siRNA transfections were performed using Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen, USA) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. The siRNAs utilized were siGENOME Non-targeting (Dharmacon; D-001206-13, GE Healthcare, USA) and BRD4 siRNAs (Dharmacon) with sequences 5΄-GAACCUCCCUGAUUACUAU-3΄, 5΄-UAAAUGAGCUACCCACAGA-3΄, 5΄-UGAGAAAUCUGCCAGUAAU-3΄ and 5΄-AGCUGAACCUCCCUGAUUA-3΄ for RNA sequencing. On target plus siRNAs (Dharmacon) were used for rest of the experiments: On target plus negative control (D-001810-02), BRD4 siRNAs with sequences 5΄-AAACCGAGAUCAUGAUAGU-3΄, 5΄-CUACACGACUACUGUGACA-3΄, 5΄-AAACACAACUCAAGCAUCG-3΄, 5΄-CAGCGAAGACUCCGAAACA-3΄ and GRHL3 siRNAs (L-014017-02) with sequences 5΄-GUAAAUAGCACUAACGAUC-3΄, 5΄-UGUAAGGCCUCUCGAGCAU-3΄, 5΄-GGAAGAUGCGCGAUGACGA-3΄, 5΄-CUAUCUAUGUAUUACGUCA-3΄.

ChIP-sequencing and analyses {#SEC2-3}
----------------------------

Chromatin immunoprecipitation was performed as described in supplementary information and as before ([@B7],[@B23]). Published datasets were utilized for RNAPII under vehicle and tamoxifen-treated conditions from the Struhl laboratory (Harvard University) in MCF10A-ER-Src cells, H4K12ac ([@B26]) and GRO-sequencing from MCF10A ([@B27]), FOXO1 from human endothelial stromal cells ([@B28]) and BRD4 and H3K27ac from SUM159 cells ([@B29]). Published datasets from MCF7 cells were obtained for RNAPII ([@B30]), GRO-sequencing ([@B31]), H4K12ac ([@B26]), BRD4 ([@B7]), H3K4me3 ([@B32]), H3K4me1 and H3K27ac ([@B33]).

MCF10A and MCF7-specific BRD4- and RNAPII-bound distal enhancers were identified using DiffBind analyses ([@B34]). The regions were selected with the cut-off of 2-fold higher binding with FDR ≤ 0.05. Motif analysis was performed using oPOSSUM 3.0 ([@B35]). For motif analysis, MCF10A- or MCF7-specific BRD4-bound broadpeaks from MACS2 were intersected with RNAPII-bound broadpeaks and then with RNAPII narrowpeaks. MCF7-specific BRD4-enriched regions were used as background sequences for finding MCF10A-specific motifs and vice-versa. JASPAR core profiles were used as motif database. Genes proximal to the enhancers were identified by GREAT analyses ([@B36]) using 'Basal plus extension' method where each genomic region is overlapped with genes which are 5kb upstream and 1 kb downstream (proximal), plus up to 1000 kb (distal).

RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) and data analysis {#SEC2-4}
------------------------------------------

The high-throughput RNA-seq library preparation and data analysis were performed as described ([@B7]). Briefly, libraries were generated from 500 ng of total RNA using the TruSeq RNA Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina, Cat.No. RS-122-2002, USA). Accurate quantitation of cDNA libraries was performed using the QuantiFluor™ dsDNA System (Promega, USA). The size range of final cDNA libraries was determined using a DNA 1000 chip on the Bioanalyzer 2100 from Agilent (280 bp). cDNA libraries were amplified and sequenced by using the cBot and HiSeq2000 from Illumina (SR; 1 × 50 bp; 51 cycles with single indexing; 6GB ca. 30--35 million reads per sample).

Sequence reads were aligned to the human reference assembly (UCSC version hg19) using Bowtie 2.0 ([@B37]). For each gene, the number of mapped reads was counted and DESeq ([@B38]) was used to analyze the differential expression. Gene Set Enrichment Analysis was performed with GSEA ([@B39]). Pathways were retrieved from Molecular Signature database (MSigdb) ([@B40]). Pathway datasets are referred to as follows: BOSCO_EPITHELIAL_DIFFERENTIATION_MODULE ([@B41]), MANALO_HYPOXIA_DN ([@B42]), WONG_EMBRYONIC_STEM_CELL_CORE ([@B43]), CROMER_TUMORIGENESIS_DN ([@B44]), SOTIRIOU_BREAST_CANCER_GRADE_1\_VS_3\_UP ([@B45]), LIN_SILENCED_BY_TUMOR_MICROENVIRONMENT ([@B46]), JAEGER_METASTASIS_DN ([@B47]), ODONNELL_METASTASIS_DN ([@B48]), CHARAFE_BREAST_CANCER_BASAL_VS_MESENCHYMAL_UP ([@B49]). The significant pathways were selected according to FDR value ≤ 0.05. Gene ontology analyses were performed using default conditions in DAVID (**D**atabase for **A**nnotation, **V**isualization and **I**ntegrated **D**iscovery - v6.7) ([@B50]) and the significant pathways (FDR ≤ 0.05) were shown.

Gene groups according to the expression levels in MCF10A were made based on the log2 average values of each gene from RNA sequencing data after normalization with DESeq ([@B38]) under thresholds: NO refers to the genes with log~2~ average values equal to; LOW refers to the genes with values of 0 \< log~2~ average ≤ 5; MIDDLE refers to the genes with values of 5 \< log~2~ average ≤ 8; HIGH refers to the genes with values of 8 \< log~2~ average ≤ 10; VERY_HIGH refers to the genes with values of log~2~ average \>10. To get 'Up', 'Down' and 'Non' classes mentioned in [Supplementary Figure S4D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the thresholds were used as average fold change (after JQ1 treatment compared to control cells) ≥ 2 ('Up') and average fold change ≤ 0.5 ('Down') with adjusted *P*-values ≤ 0.05. Non (unchanged) genes -- 0.99--1.05 Fold change, *p*-value \> 0.05.

Microarray datasets from MCF10A-ER-SRC ([@B51]) were analyzed using MAS5 function in the Bioconductor Affy package to remove the noise and for normalization ([@B52]). Genes downregulated after 36 h of Tamoxifen treatment were identified with average fold change ≤0.667 with *p*-values ≤0.05. These genes were used to make the gene set for GSEA analysis and labeled as MCF10A-ER-SRC-TAM36HR-DOWN. Differentially regulated genes from p63 overexpression and knockdown in MCF10A cells were obtained from ([@B53]) and 1.5-fold up- (average fold change ≥ 1.5) or downregulated (average fold change ≤ 0.667) genes were used for making the gene sets with *q*-value ≤ 0.05. Genes within a custom-made gene set were sorted according to their extent of regulation representing the pathway or function. For p63 regulation after JQ1 treatment in triple-negative breast cancers, normalized counts were obtained by DESeq analyses of the published dataset ([@B29]).

Statistical analyses {#SEC2-5}
--------------------

ANOVA single factor analyses was used to calculate the *p*-value for qPCR-based analyses. For ChIP-seq and RNA-seq analyses, *q*-value (to call peaks) and adjusted *p*-value of ≤0.05 was considered for statistical significance respectively. Motif analyses were performed using oPOSSUM 3.0 and *Z*-score and Fisher score (negative natural logarithm of *p*-value) were utilized for showing significant motifs. Enrichment score and normalized enrichment score were shown for GSEA analyses with FDR *q*-value ≤0.05. Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to find *p*-values for median values to denote the significance for box plots.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

BRD4 promotes the expression of epithelial gene signatures {#SEC3-1}
----------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the importance of BRD4 in non-transformed mammary epithelial cells, we performed siRNA-mediated knockdown or inhibition of BRD4 by the small molecule inhibitors (*S*)-JQ1 (active stereoisomer) and OTX015 in MCF10A and MCF12A (normal basal-like mammary epithelial) cells. RNA-sequencing analyses in MCF10A cells revealed that BRD4 depletion or inhibition with JQ1 had a similar effect on gene expression even though JQ1 inhibits the entire family of BET proteins including BRD2, 3 and 4 (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, see also [Supplementary file 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using Gene Set Enrichment Analyses (GSEA) and DAVID gene ontology analyses ([@B54],[@B50]), gene expression signatures associated with epithelial differentiation and EMT were shown to be significantly enriched in control conditions compared to BRD4 perturbation (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1A--D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The expression of several genes involved in the suppression of metastasis (*IL1RN*) ([@B55]), epithelial phenotype (*KRT13, KRT15, CEACAM1*) and an epithelium and stem cell differentiation-specific ETS family transcription factor, E74-like factor 3 (*ELF3*) ([@B46],[@B56]) were all confirmed to be significantly downregulated upon BRD4 knockdown or treatment with the BET bromodomain inhibitors JQ1 or OTX015 in both MCF10A and MCF12A cell lines (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S1E and S1F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these results suggest that BRD4 is required for the expression of epithelial genes in non-transformed basal-like mammary epithelial cells.

![BRD4 is required for epithelial-specific gene expression and cellular phenotype. MCF10A cells were transfected with siRNAs for negative control (siCont), BRD4 (siBRD4) or treated with JQ1 or OTX015 for 3 days. (**A**) Heatmap analysis showing the differentially regulated genes by mRNA sequencing. Gene expression values in treated conditions were normalized to reads from cells transfected with control siRNA. Heatmap was generated from significant (*p*-values calculated by Benjamini and Hochberg test ≤ 0.05) up- (brown) or down- (blue) regulated genes with the cut-off of --1.0 and + 1.0 log~2~ fold change values in one of the conditions; *n* = 2. (**B**) GSEA analyses showing enriched pathways on control conditions compared with BRD4 perturbation. ES---enrichment score. FDR ≤ 0.05. (C and D) Epithelial genes regulated by BRD4 siRNA (**C**) and JQ1 or OTX015 (**D**) were confirmed by qPCR and denoted as 'Rel. mRNA levels' which is normalized to *RPLP0* expression levels and the control condition. Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation. *n* = 3. \*\*\**P* ≤ 0.001, \*\**P* ≤ 0.01, \**P* ≤ 0.05. (E and F) Knockdown of BRD4 (**E**) or JQ1/OTX015 treatment (**F**) results in decreased expression of the epithelial marker ZO-1 and an increase in mesenchymal marker Vimentin as shown by Western blot analyses of whole cell protein lysates. BRD4 knockdown efficiency is verified by BRD4 antibody and all isoforms are shown along with the molecular weight in kilodaltons (kDa). HSC70 is used as a loading control. (G and H) Immunofluorescence staining of Vimentin following BRD4 knockdown (**G**) or JQ1/OTX015 treatment (**H**) confirms a decreased epithelial phenotype. DAPI staining shows the nucleus. Scale bar represents 50 μm. (I and J) Trans-well migration assay with crystal violet staining indicates increased migration upon BRD4 knockdown (**I**) or JQ1/OTX015 treatment (**J**). Scale bar represents 500 μm. (K and L) Quantification of mammospheres showed an increase with BRD4 knockdown (**K**) or JQ1/OTX015 treatment (**L**). The values were normalized to the control and represented as 'Rel. no. of mammospheres'. Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation. *n* = 3.](gkw1276fig1){#F1}

Consistent with a decreased epithelial cell phenotype, our results revealed that BRD4 perturbation leads to downregulation of the protein levels of the epithelial-specific tight junction marker ZO-1 and the upregulation of a mesenchymal marker Vimentin (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}--[H](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S1G and S1H](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, upon BRD4 perturbation, cells displayed an increased capacity for migration and mammosphere formation (Figure [1I](#F1){ref-type="fig"}--[L](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S1I--L](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these results support a role for BRD4 in the maintenance of an epithelial gene expression program.

BRD4 regulates epithelial gene expression and suppresses stem cell-like characteristics in part by promoting the expression of *GRHL3* {#SEC3-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further elucidate the mechanism by which BRD4 promotes epithelial characteristics, we closely examined the BRD4-dependent genes. Interestingly, the expression of *GRHL3*, a tumor suppressor and a transcription factor belonging to the *Grainyhead*-like family, which have been reported to regulate epidermal integrity, EMT and MET ([@B57],[@B58]), was found to be significantly downregulated following BRD4 knockdown or inhibition (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S2A--D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consistent with being a central target of BRD4 in controlling epithelial cell phenotype, our studies showed that GRHL3 depletion partially mimicked the effect of BRD4 perturbation and resulted in decreased ZO-1 and increased Vimentin expression, as well as increased migration and mammosphere formation (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}--[H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S2E--I](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, we observed that the expression of epithelial genes downregulated following BRD4 perturbation was also partially downregulated by *GRHL3* knockdown (Figure [2I](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the effects observed in response to BRD4 perturbation may, at least in part, be mediated via decreased *GRHL3* expression.

![BRD4 regulates GRHL3 expression and affects epithelial phenotype. (A and C) *GRHL3* expression is decreased by following BRD4 siRNA transfection (**A**) or JQ1/OTX015 treatment (**C**) in MCF10A cells as confirmed by qPCR and expressed as 'Rel. mRNA levels'. Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation. *n* = 3. \**P* ≤ 0.05. (**B** and **D**) Western blot analyses of whole cell protein lysates showing downregulation of GRHL3 after BRD4 siRNA (B) or JQ1/OTX015 treatment (**D**) in MCF10A cells. (**E**) Knockdown of GRHL3 (siGRHL3) results in decreased expression of the epithelial marker ZO-1 and an increase in the mesenchymal marker Vimentin as verified by Western blot analysis of whole cell protein lysates. GRHL3 knockdown efficiency was confirmed using a GRHL3 antibody. (**F**) Immunofluorescence staining of Vimentin following GRHL3 knockdown. Scale bar represents 50 μm. (**G**) Trans-well migration assay stained with crystal violet indicates an increase in migration upon GRHL3 knockdown. Scale bar represents 500 μm. (**H**) Quantitation of mammospheres formed showed an increase after GRHL3 knockdown. Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation. *n* = 3. \**P* ≤ 0.05. (**I**) Epithelial genes regulated by GRHL3 siRNA were confirmed by qPCR and denoted as 'Rel. mRNA levels'. Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation. *n* = 3. \*\**P* ≤ 0.01, \**P* ≤ 0.05.](gkw1276fig2){#F2}

BRD4 promotes p63 expression and its transcriptional signature {#SEC3-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The p63 protein encoded by the *TP63* gene plays a central role in epithelial development, basal cell-specific gene expression and survival ([@B59]--[@B61],[@B22]). p63 has two major isoforms, a longer form containing an amino-terminal transactivation domain (TAp63) and a shorter form lacking the transactivation domain (ΔNp63). Consistent with the role of BRD4 in maintaining basal mammary epithelial cell phenotype, our RNA-seq analyses identified *TP63* to be significantly downregulated by BRD4 perturbation in MCF10A cells. As reported previously ([@B53]), MCF10A and MCF12A cells have increased levels of ΔNp63 and comparatively low levels of TAp63. We observed that both transcripts were significantly downregulated by BRD4 perturbation (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}--[H](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In order to determine whether this regulation is a feature common to basal-like mammary epithelial cells, we isolated primary mouse mammary epithelial cells and observed that BRD4 inhibition resulted in decreased levels of total and isoform-specific *Trp63* expression (Figure [3I](#F3){ref-type="fig"}--[J](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These findings were further supported by the analysis of published RNA-seq datasets from triple negative breast cancer cells (TNBC) ([@B29]), where these effects were also seen for the TNBC cell line SUM159, further supporting that *TP63* expression is generally dependent upon BRD4 function in basal-like mammary epithelial and breast cancer cells (Figure [3K](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, MCF7 cells, a luminal-like epithelial breast cancer cell line, do not express p63. However, another triple negative basal-like breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 also showed JQ1 concentration-dependent downregulation of p63 ([Supplementary Figure S3E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consistent with a role for p63 downregulation in eliciting the effects observed following BRD4 perturbation, JQ1-downregulated genes were highly enriched in published gene sets that were downregulated following p63 knockdown or upregulated by p63 overexpression ([@B53]) (Figure [3L](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [M](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these findings support a role for BRD4 in promoting p63 expression and subsequent p63-dependent gene regulation in various basal-like mammary and breast cancer cells.

![BRD4 promotes p63 expression and p63-dependent gene expression programs in basal-like epithelial cells. (A, C, E, G) ΔNp63 (dNp63) and TAp63 expression is decreased following BRD4 siRNA transfection (**A** and **E**) or JQ1/OTX015 treatment (**C** and **G**) in MCF10A (A and C) and MCF12A cells (E and G) as confirmed by qPCR and denoted as 'Rel. mRNA levels'. Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation. *n* = 3. \*\*\**P* ≤ 0.001, \*\**P* ≤ 0.01, \**P* ≤ 0.05. (B, D, F and H) Western blot analyses of MCF10A (**B** and **D**) and MCF12A (**F** and **H**) protein lysates showing downregulation of p63 (ca. 70 kDa band shown) after BRD4 siRNA (B and F) or JQ1/OTX015 treatment (D and H). Molecular weight is shown in kilodaltons (kDa). (**I**) ΔNp63 (dNp63), TAp63 and total *Trp63* expression was also regulated by JQ1 treatment in mouse primary mammary epithelial cells as confirmed by qPCR and denoted as 'Rel. mRNA levels'. Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation. *n* = 2. (**J**) Western blot analyses of protein lysates from mouse primary mammary epithelial cells showing a downregulation of total p63 after JQ1 treatment. (**K**) Normalized read counts of total *TP63* expression with JQ1 treatment in the ER-positive luminal breast cancer cell line MCF7, normal basal epithelial cell line MCF10A and the triple-negative breast cancer cell line SUM159. Data are represented as average normalized reads ± standard deviation. *n* = 2. (**L**) GSEA analyses showing enrichment plots comparing JQ1 downregulated genes with the gene sets downregulated upon loss of ΔNp63 (shp63_DBD1_DOWN) and TAp63 (shp63_TA_DOWN) or upregulated genes upon overexpression of ΔNp63 (dNp63_OVEREXP_UP) and TAp63 (TAp63g_OVEREXP_UP). JQ1 downregulated genes were arranged with log2 fold changes in ascending order. ES---enrichment score. FDR ≤ 0.05. (**M**) Table showing the results from GSEA with enrichment scores comparing JQ1 downregulated genes with the gene sets up- or downregulated upon loss of ΔNp63 (shp63_DBD1_UP, shp63_DBD1_DOWN) and TAp63 (shp63_TA_UP, shp63_TA_DOWN) or up- or downregulated genes upon overexpression of ΔNp63 (dNp63_OVEREXP_UP, dNp63_OVEREXP_DOWN) and TAp63 (TAp63g_OVEREXP_UP, TAp63g_OVEREXP_DOWN). Size---number of genes in the gene set, NES---normalized enrichment score, NOM *p*-val---nominal *p*-value, FDR *q*-val---false discovery rate.](gkw1276fig3){#F3}

BRD4 occupies potential enhancer regions of epithelial genes and is associated with enhancer activity {#SEC3-4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To understand the mechanism behind the role of BRD4 in promoting epithelial-related gene expression, we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) analyses for BRD4. In agreement with our RNA-seq analyses, Genomic Regions Enrichment of Annotations Tool (GREAT) analyses ([@B36]) on BRD4-enriched regions revealed an association of BRD4 with various EMT, breast cancer and p63-related pathways (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S4A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, approximately 80% of BRD4-enriched regions were located distal to transcription start sites (TSS), supporting the previously described role of BRD4 at enhancers (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S4B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@B6],[@B7],[@B9]). In general, BRD4 occupancy correlated with gene expression where moderate and highly expressed genes were generally more sensitive to JQ1 (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S4C and D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![BRD4 occupancy correlates with enhancer activity and eRNA transcription near *TP63* and *GRHL3*. (**A**) GREAT analysis on BRD4-occupied regions identified numerous EMT and breast cancer-related pathways (highlighted in purple). Other epigenetic pathways are highlighted in green. *P*-value and FDR ≤ 0.05. (**B**) Distribution of BRD4 occupancy shown in percentage and as the distance from TSS (arrow mark) in kilobases (kb). (**C**) Average profiles showing the BRD4 occupancy correlating with the level of gene expression. Genes were grouped according to the normalized rpkm values of gene expression as 'Very_High', 'High', 'Medium', 'Low' and 'No'. The plot shows the average normalized RPKM values of BRD4 occupancy. TSS ± 3 kb is shown. Standard error is included as a shade on the plot. (D, E) Heatmap (**D**) and correlation (**E**) analyses depicting the occupancy of BRD4, H4K12ac, H3K27ac, H3K4me1, RNAPII and enhancer RNA transcription shown by global run on sequencing (GRO-seq) located on distal BRD4 occupied regions aligned according to its maximum signal of BRD4 occupancy. Scale is shown as normalized RPKM values for heatmap. Regions ± 5 kb is shown. Spearman correlation coefficient values are shown in the correlation plot. (F and G) Occupancy profiles of BRD4, H4K12ac, H3K27ac, RNAPII and enhancer RNA transcription shown by global run on sequencing (GRO-seq) on the distal regions of *TP63* (**F**) and *GRHL3* (**G**). Active transcriptional start sites and the direction of transcription are indicated by black arrows. Scale bar is denoted in kilobases. (H, I, K, L) ChIP analyses of BRD4 (**H, K**) and RNAPII (**I, L**) occupancy on *TP63* (H and I) and *GRHL3* (K and L) enhancer and TSS regions after JQ1/0TX015 treatment. Immunoprecipitated DNA was normalized to the input and denoted in percentage. Black dotted line denotes the background DNA precipitated by a negative control IgG. Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation. *n* = 3. \*\*P ≤ 0.01, \**P* ≤ 0.05. (**M**) Regulation of nascent heterogeneous nuclear RNA expression of *GRHL3* (hnGRHL3) by JQ1/0TX015 treatment was confirmed by qPCR and denoted as 'Rel. RNA levels'. Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation. *n* = 3. (J and N) Regulation of enhancer RNA expression of *TP63* (eTP63) (J) and *GRHL3* (eGRHL3) (N) by JQ1/0TX015 treatment was confirmed by qPCR and denoted as 'Rel. RNA levels'. Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation. *n* = 3. \*\**P* ≤ 0.01.](gkw1276fig4){#F4}

Consistent with a primary function at distal regulatory elements, the occupancy of BRD4 and H4K12ac at potential enhancer regions were closely associated with the occupancy of the active enhancer marks H3K4me1 and H3K27ac (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S4E and S4F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As we previously reported in an estrogen receptor-dependent context ([@B7],[@B26]), putative BRD4-bound enhancer regions (BRD4^+^/H3K4me1^+^/H3K27ac^+^/H3K4me3^−^) displayed significant RNAPII occupancy and produced nascent RNA transcripts, indicative of eRNA production. This correlation was also observed on the distal enhancers of the epithelial-related BRD4 targets *TP63, GRHL3, ELF3* and *IL1RN* (Figure [4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S4G and S4H](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, around 38% of Molecular Signature Database ([@B40]) (MolSigDB)-defined EMT-related genes possess potential enhancer-specific BRD4 occupancy, suggesting a direct role for BRD4 in their regulation ([Supplementary Figure S4I](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, pathway analyses on distal BRD4-enriched regions displaying enhancer-like characteristics revealed a significant enrichment of p63- and integrin signaling-related transcriptional signatures associated with basal cell survival and tumor invasiveness ([Supplementary Figure S4J](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@B62],[@B63]).

BRD4 promotes RNAPII recruitment and enhancer RNA transcription near *TP63* and *GRHL3* Genes {#SEC3-5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to investigate the mechanisms by which BRD4 regulates p63 and GRHL3 expression, we next examined the binding profiles of BRD4, RNAPII and histone acetylation occupancy near *TP63* and *GRHL3*. ChIP analyses of BRD4 and RNAPII occupancy revealed that decreased BRD4 occupanc on enhancers in response to JQ1 or OTX015 treatment leads to a significant concomitant reduction in RNAPII occupancy on these regions (Figure [4H](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [I](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [K](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [L](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). While BRD4 occupancy was not significantly affected around the ΔNp63 TSS, the potential enhancers displayed a substantial reduction in the occupancy of both BRD4 and RNAPII (Figure [4H](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [I](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to *TP63*, RNAPII occupancy near the *GRHL3* TSS was not appreciably affected by BRD4 inhibition. However, we did observe a downregulation of non-spliced heterogeneous RNA (hn*GRHL3*) by BRD4 inhibition, supporting a role for BRD4 in the regulation of *GRHL3* gene transcription (Figure [4M](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Most importantly, BRD4 inhibition resulted in the downregulation of the putative *TP63-* and *GRHL3*-associated eRNAs (Figure [4J](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [N](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Altogether, these studies demonstrate an enhancer-associated function of BRD4 in modulating the expression of *TP63* and *GRHL3*.

BRD4 associates with FOXO factors on cell-specific enhancers {#SEC3-6}
------------------------------------------------------------

We next performed differential binding analyses ([@B34]) to define distal BRD4-enriched regions which are highly specific to MCF10A in comparison to MCF7 cells ([@B7]) to identify lineage-specific enhancers potentially important for basal epithelial differentiation compared to luminal epithelial cells. Consistent with a cellular context-dependent function of BRD4, we observed significant differences in the occupancy of BRD4 in these two different cell systems (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S5A--F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At least 1490 distal regions were found to possess differential binding of BRD4 ([Supplementary Figure S5C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Overall, MCF7 cells show more differentially enriched regions displaying higher occupancy of BRD4 in comparison to MCF10A ([Supplementary Figure S5D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As expected based on our previous results ([@B7]), regions specific to MCF7 display significant ERα binding, which is not observed for MCF10A-specific sites ([Supplementary Figure S5G](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This further supports a context-specific function of BRD4 and relationship with lineage-specific transcription factors. Consistent with MCF10A cells displaying a basal-like gene expression signature, MCF10A-specific sites showed similarity to the basal-like breast cancer cell line SUM159 for BRD4 and H3K27ac occupancy (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, heatmap analyses demonstrated the cell line-specific occupancy of active enhancer marks with eRNA transcription at these 1490 regions (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Pathway analyses on MCF10A-specific BRD4-bound distal regions showed a significant association with integrin-, EGF-, basal- and metastasis-related pathways (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S5H](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). SUM159 and MCF10A showed similar BRD4 occupancy on potential enhancers around *TP63*, while MCF7 displayed background signal, further confirming the context-specific occupancy of BRD4 on *TP63* enhancers (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Basal epithelial cell context-specific BRD4-occupied distal regions are associated with FOXO factors. (**A**) Heatmap analyses depicting the occupancy of BRD4, H4K12ac, H3K27ac, RNAPII and enhancer RNA transcription shown by global run on sequencing (GRO-seq) on MCF10A and MCF7-specific distal BRD4-occupied regions identified by DiffBind analysis. BRD4 and H3K27ac occupancy is shown for SUM159 cells. (**B**) GREAT analyses on MCF10A-specific BRD4-occupied distal regions shows an enrichment of EGF and integrin-related pathways. FDR ≤ 0.05. "HyperP\" denotes p-value, "HyperFdrQ\" represents FDR q-value and "TotalGenes\" represent total number of genes in the geneset. (**C**) Occupancy profiles of BRD4 from MCF7, MCF10A and SUM159 cells near the *TP63* gene. The active TSS and direction of transcription are indicated by the black arrow. Scale bar is shown in kilobases. MCF10A-specific enhancers shared with SUM159 are marked with black rectangles. (**D**) Motif analysis showing the enrichment of FOXO3 motif on MCF10A-specific distal BRD4 bound nucleosome-free regions. *Z*-score and Fisher scores are shown. (**E**) Distribution of FOXO3 motif-containing sites among the MCF10A-specific distal BRD4-occupied accessible chromatin regions.](gkw1276fig5){#F5}

In order to identify transcription factors potentially mediating BRD4 recruitment to these regions, we performed motif analyses on RNAPII peaks contained within MCF7- or MCF10A-specific BRD4-enriched regions. As anticipated from our previous work ([@B7]), MCF7-specific RNAPII/BRD4-occupied distal regions displayed an enrichment of ERα and forkhead motifs ([Supplementary Figure S5I](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, MCF10A-specific RNAPII-bound regions also showed an association of several similar forkhead motifs ([Supplementary Figure S5J](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consistent with the association of FOXO-, Insulin-, EGF-related pathways with enhancer-specific BRD4 binding (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S4J and S5H](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we also found that 44% of the MCF10A-specific RNAPII/BRD4-bound regions showed a significant enrichment of a FOXO3 motif (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, pathway analyses on these regions revealed a significant association with EGF- and PI3K-related pathways ([Supplementary Figure S5K--M](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) as well as integrin-related pathways ([Supplementary Figure S5L](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which have been reported to function downstream of PI3K signaling ([@B62],[@B64]). Altogether, these results suggest that MCF10A-specific enhancer-associated BRD4 occupancy may functionally interact with EGF/PI3K/FOXO signaling to regulate basal epithelium-specific gene expression, consistent with the role of *FOXO1* and *EGFR* enhancer activation in mammary basal epithelial cell growth ([@B22]).

Src activation decreases RNAPII occupancy on BRD4 targets {#SEC3-7}
---------------------------------------------------------

To further validate the association of BRD4 and FOXO activity, we utilized published RNAPII ChIP-seq data from MCF10A-ER-Src cells where administration of Tamoxifen results in the activation of Src and subsequent downstream signaling proteins including AKT. Heatmap and aggregate plot analyses showed that TSS regions of BRD4 target genes display minimal but significant decreases in RNAPII occupancy after Src activation (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S6A and S6B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This effect was more pronounced at MCF10A-specific BRD4 bound distal regions where RNAPII occupancy was more strongly decreased in response to Src activation (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), supporting a mechanism whereby the enhancer-specific association of RNAPII and BRD4 is inhibited by activation of Src-dependent signaling. We also performed differential binding analyses for RNAPII occupancy in vehicle- and Tamoxifen-treated conditions on regions surrounding MCF10A-specific BRD4-bound putative enhancers ([Supplementary Figure S6C--F](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consistently, pathway analyses on the regions displaying higher occupancy of RNAPII under vehicle conditions compared to Tamoxifen also showed an enrichment of integrin-, FOXO-, EGF-, basal and EMT-related pathways (Figure [6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S6G and S6H](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Genes associated with these regions were identified by GREAT analysis and displayed a significant overlap with genes proximal to FOXO3 motif-containing MCF10A-specific BRD4-bound distal regions (Figure [6G](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Further confirmation of the interconnectivity between Src signaling and BRD4 function was provided by GSEA studies demonstrating a specific enrichment of genes downregulated following by BRD4 inhibition or depletion in gene sets downregulated by Src activation [@B51] (Figure [6H](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Together these results suggest that Src activation leads to the downregulation of MCF10A-specific BRD4 target gene expression via affecting RNAPII occupancy at distal BRD4-enriched enhancers.

![Association of BRD4 with Src signaling. (**A, C**) Heatmap analyses displaying the occupancy of BRD4 (MCF10A) and RNAPII under Vehicle (Veh) and Tamoxifen (Tam) treated conditions showing Src activity from MCF10A-ER-Src cells located around the TSS of genes downregulated by JQ1 (A) and at distal MCF10A-specific BRD4 occupied regions (C). Center represents TSS (A) or the distal site (C) and 5 kb upstream and downstream is shown. Scale depicts normalized RPKM values. (**B, D**) Boxplot and average profile showing the RNAPII occupancy in the presence or absence of Src activitation located around TSS of the genes downregulated by JQ1 (B) and at MCF10A-specific BRD4 bound distal sites (D). Center represents TSS (B) or the distal site (D) and 5 kb upstream and downstream is shown. The plot shows the log~2~ values (box plot) and average (aggregate plot) normalized reads (in RPKM values) of RNAPII occupancy. (**E** and **F**) GREAT pathway analyses on differential regions with low occupancy of RNAPII following Src activation identified by DiffBind analyses. FDR ≤ 0.05. (**G**) Venn-diagram showing the overlap of genes associated with FOXO3 motif-containing MCF10A-specific distal BRD4 occupied regions and the genes associated with differential distal regions with low occupancy of RNAPII with Src activity as identified by GREAT analyses. (**H**) GSEA analyses showing enrichment plots comparing JQ1 and siBRD4 downregulated genes with the gene set downregulated upon Tamoxifen treatment for 36 hours in MCF10A-ER-Src cells (MCF10A-ER-Src-TAM36HR-DOWN). JQ1 or siBRD4 downregulated genes were arranged in ascending order of the log~2~ fold change. ES---enrichment score. *p*-val = *p*-value, FDR ≤ 0.05.](gkw1276fig6){#F6}

AKT-FOXO1 signaling regulates p63 and GRHL3 expression {#SEC3-8}
------------------------------------------------------

In order to further establish the relationship between BRD4 and EGF/AKT/FOXO signaling, we utilized a published ChIP-seq dataset for FOXO1 from human endometrial stromal cells ([@B28]). Interestingly, despite this dataset being from a heterologous system, BRD4-bound enhancers near both the *TP63* and *GRHL3* genes showed significant occupancy of FOXO1 (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, many of these sites, as well as the TSS, also showed decreased RNAPII occupancy following Src activation.

![Association of BRD4 and EGF/AKT/FOXO signaling in the regulation of epithelial genes *TP63* and *GRHL3*. (**A** and **B**) Occupancy profiles of BRD4 (MCF10A), RNAPII under Vehicle (Veh) and Tamoxifen (Tam) treated conditions from MCF10A-ER-Src cells and FOXO1 from human endometrial stromal cells on distal regions of *TP63* (A) and *GRHL3* (B). The active TSS and direction of transcription are indicated by the black arrow. Scale bar is denoted in kb. (**C** and **D**) ΔNp63 (dNp63) (C) and *GRHL3* (D) expression in MCF10A cells regulated by administration of 10 μM AKT inhibitor (Perifosine, AKTi) and removal of EGF and Insulin (--EGF/--Ins) with or without JQ1 treatment for 24 h was confirmed by qPCR and denoted as 'Rel. mRNA levels'. Veh represents control MCF10A cells grown in DMEM/F12 media with EGF, insulin, cholera toxin and hydrocortisone. Data are represented as mean ± standard deviation. *n* = 3. \*\*\**P* ≤ 0.001, \*\**P* ≤ 0.01, \**P* ≤ 0.05. *P*-values were calculated using ANOVA single factor by comparing AKTi or --EGF/--Ins with Veh, AKTi+JQ1 with AKTi and --EGF/--Ins + JQ1 with --EGF/--Ins. (**E**) Western blot analyses of MCF10A protein lysates showing total p63 and GRHL3 expression with 100 nM and 1 μM of FOXO1 inhibitor AS1842856 (FOXO1i) for 24 h after removal of EGF and Insulin (-EGF/-Ins) for 48 h.](gkw1276fig7){#F7}

The standard growth conditions for MCF10A and MCF12A cells include the addition of both EGF and insulin, which are known activators of PI3K/AKT signaling. Thus, we examined whether the removal of EGF and Insulin from the growth medium or the addition of the AKT inhibitor Perifosine would affect the expression of *TP63* and *GRHL3*. Indeed, both conditions significantly increased the gene expression levels and JQ1 treatment downregulated their induced expression (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). In order to test whether BRD4 activity is generally required for FOXO activity, we also examined the effects of BET inhibition on the HepG2 hepatoma cell line, where FOXO1 signaling controls glucose and lipid metabolism ([@B65]--[@B68]). Consistent with a general role for BRD4 in mediating FOXO-dependent transcriptional activation, JQ1 treatment decreased the expression of established FOXO-regulated genes including *G6PC, PEPCK* and *MTTP*, where the effects of JQ1 mimicked those of insulin treatment ([Supplementary Figure S7A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consistently, ChIP-qPCR analyses showed that BRD4 occupies the previously published FOXO1-bound Insulin Response Element of *G6PC* ([@B69]), where treatment with either JQ1 or insulin decreased BRD4 occupancy on this region ([Supplementary Figure S7B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, administration of the FOXO1 inhibitor AS1842856 ([@B25]) partially blocked the induced expression of p63 and GRHL3 following the removal of EGF and Insulin (Figure [7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Together these results suggest that activation of PI3K/AKT signaling in response to Src activation or growth factor signalling can affect basal epithelial cell phenotype by preventing FOXO/BRD4 activity at enhancers near genes such as *TP63* and *GRHL3*.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

Transcriptional activation involves the complex association of various cofactors, epigenetic modifiers and chromatin remodelers to regulate a cell-specific gene expression programs. Maintenance of differentiation status requires a dynamic coordination of various transcription factors and epigenetic regulators in response to various stimuli. In this study, we show that the epigenetic reader BRD4 plays an important role in promoting a basal epithelial phenotype in non-transformed mammary cells by promoting RNAPII recruitment and eRNA production at distal regulatory regions occupied by the FOXO1 transcription factor proximal to genes such as *TP63* and *GRHL3*. Moreover, our findings strengthen the association between BRD4 and transcription factors with putative lineage-specifying enhancers.

Distal enhancers play an essential role in the regulation of cell type-specific gene transcription ([@B70]) where epigenetic regulation is tightly coupled with enhancer activity ([@B71]). Various studies highlight the central role of BRD4 in enhancer activity ([@B6]--[@B9],[@B26]). This study reveals a specific association of BRD4 with distal regions of basal epithelial-specific genes. Furthermore, consistent with previous studies highlighting a mechanistic role of BRD4 in the regulation of enhancer activity ([@B7],[@B8]), we also provide further evidence that BRD4 is a central regulator of enhancer RNA transcription. Together, our findings demonstrate an important function of BRD4 in determining epithelial cell characteristics by associating with enhancer regions and controlling their transcriptional activity.

p63 is an established marker for basal cells in the normal mammary epithelium where it plays an important role in epithelial development ([@B59],[@B60]). In the normal mammary epithelium and in MCF10A cells, ΔNp63 is expressed at a higher level than TAp63 and plays an important role in the epithelial cell phenotype and survival ([@B53],[@B72]), which resembles the function of BRD4 in our studies. Interestingly, p63 occupies cell-specific enhancer elements in keratinocytes where it is a central regulator of differentiation ([@B73]). More importantly, a recent study emphasized the importance of the p63 transcription factor network and its enhancer activation in the epigenetic status of mammary basal epithelial cell-specific lineage ([@B22]). *Grainy head*-like transcription factors have also been widely investigated as tumor suppressors and recently discussed to be involved in the regulation of epidermal integrity, EMT and MET ([@B74]--[@B78]). Importantly, ectopic expression of a mesenchymal marker *SNAI2* resulted in the downregulation of *GRHL3* ([@B79]). Furthermore, a recent study shows that GRHL3 occupies the enhancer regions of the *CDH1* gene (encoding the epithelial marker E-Cadherin) and activates its expression, further supporting its role in controlling epithelial properties ([@B58]). Our findings uncover a previously unknown function of BRD4 in regulating *TP63* and *GRHL3* expression by associating with their distal enhancer regions, regulating the transcription of enhancer RNAs and presumably thereby regulating epithelial-associated gene expression. Thus, this supports the essential role of p63 and GRHL3 downstream of BRD4 in the regulation of epithelial differentiation.

The importance of BRD4 in controlling central lineage-specifying genes is well documented in different normal and cancer cell models and is related to its association with transcription factors on lineage-specific enhancers. BRD4 has been extensively characterized for its central role in promoting the expression of the MYC transcription factor as well as other genes important for cell proliferation and lineage specification ([@B6],[@B80],[@B81]). In embryonic stem cells, BRD4 inhibition affected stem cell maintenance, enhanced EMT and lead to neuro-ectodermal commitment by regulating the expression of stem cell markers and other transcription networks important for stem cell differentiation ([@B82]). The association of BRD4 with ERα in MCF7 breast luminal epithelial cancer cells ([@B7]) and TWIST in basal-like breast cancer cell lines ([@B12]) also provides substantial evidence that BRD4 is associated with lineage-specific transcription factors which are important for cell fate determination. Consistently, we and others have shown that BRD4 is required for osteoblast and osteoclast differentiation, where it regulates the transcription of cell-specific transcription factors, thereby determining cell fate decision ([@B9],[@B83]--[@B84]). Specifically, we previously demonstrated that BRD4 cooperates with a network of transcription factors including C/EBPb, TEAD1, FOSL2 and JUND which function to recruit BRD4 to osteoblast-specific enhancers, which determine osteoblast differentiation and lineage specification ([@B9]). Our study further supports the importance of BRD4 in differentiation by uncovering its previously unknown role in normal epithelial differentiation in association with FOXO transcription factors.

In addition to its interaction with acetylated lysine residues on histones, recent studies have also demonstrated a direct association of BRD4 with transcription factors which play a vital role in cell-specific function and fate determination ([@B12],[@B85],[@B86]). It was proposed that the first bromodomain of BRD4 (BD1) may specifically associate with acetylated histones while the second bromodomain (BD2) can bind to acetylated lysine residues on cell-specific transcription factors ([@B12],[@B87]). For example, one study showed that BRD4 interacts with acetylated lysine residues on histone-like motifs of these transcription factors ([@B86]). Interestingly, analyses of the amino acid sequences of FOXO1 and FOXO3 revealed similar histone-like motifs which were found to be acetylated in a curated mass spectrometry database ([@B88]) and could therefore potentially serve as direct interacting sites for BRD4. This supports our findings that BRD4 and FOXO1 are co-localized to basal epithelial-specific enhancers and inactivation of FOXO factors in response to PI3K/AKT signaling results in a displacement of both FOXO and BRD4 from chromatin.

Overall our study suggests that a complex context-dependent hierarchy exists whereby BRD4-dependent cell type-specific gene expression can rapidly respond to intrinsic and extrinsic signals. Thus, we hypothesize that the clinical effectivity of BET inhibitors will largely depend on the context of individual signaling and transcription factor networks driven by oncogenic driver mutations. This study also suggests that caution should be maintained when administering BET domain inhibitors clinically since they may potentially promote unwanted cellular characteristics in certain contexts. Nevertheless, in mice injected with mammary epithelial tumors, BET inhibitors inhibited the primary cancer growth without increasing the incidence of metastatic breast tumors ([@B15]), suggesting that BET inhibitors indeed represent promising potential anti-tumor agents. A further understanding of the context-specific epigenetic function may help in further refining these inhibitors as potential therapeutic agents in various types of tumors.
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